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A GENERALIZED SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT FOR
DEVELOPING DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
With the rapid growth of the computer technology, the usage
of computers in business organizations is no longer restricted
to data record keeping only. It can also be employed for
supporting many management functions, especially decision
making. However, it is noted that the general practice in a
computerized Management Information System does not provide
flexible support for handling the complex decision problems.
There is an emergency for Decision Support Systems which can
provide information and analytical. tools to deal with the
complex decision problems.
In fact, many specific Decision Support Systems have already
been built, but they aim at usage in particular application
areas. Moreover, they are still not flexible and powerful enough
because most of them are built by gathering a number of software
packages and the packages are developed for other purposes
originally. Thus, many researchers have observed that there is a
need of a generalized software system upon which different
decision support applications can be based.
This thesis presents a brief overview of Decision Support
Systems and a conceptual architecture of a generalized
environment for developing Decision Support Systems is
introduced. There are four elementary components in the
environment which are the Main Processing System, the DataBase
Management System, the ModelBase System and the Multi-tools
System. The importance of the interfaces between the components
in the environment is discussed. A new idea for bridging the gap
between DataBase and ModelBase is also presented.
A prototype system is developed based on the suggested
architecture. The system is written in the Turbo PASCAL language
and runs on a IBM PCXT micro-computer under the PC-DOS Version
3.1. The design of the system will also be described in this
thesis. Finally, an application is also presented to describe
how the system can be used. In particular, the ease and
simplicity of using the system are demonstrated.
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
With the introduction of the concept of Management
Information System (MIS), the usage of computer in a business
environment becomes more and more important. Not only can
computer be employed to provide fundamental, routine transaction
processing and report producing as in Data Processing System
(EDP), but it is also used to support a wider range of
organizational functions and management processes for the MIS
users. From the business point of view, the development of
computing technology is emphasized on providing better
facilities for the uses in a MIS environment.
From past experiences, it is noted (Davis Olson 1985) that
a single, highly integrated MIS is too complex to implement even
with today's advanced computing technology. However, an MIS with
many related computerized information subsystems seems to be
practical enough to serve considerable managerial needs in
various ways. In particular, subsystems are developed to provide
analysis, planning and decision making support capabilities. In
fact, this in turn is a popular approach of a MIS development%
within an organization today.
Although the general practices in a MIS can support most of
the management functions of an organization, but it has been
widely accepted that MIS is still lack of flexible and powerful
supports for handling the complex decision problems occurring in
the modern organization at large. Moreover, the impact and cost
of making decisions increase as organizations grow rapidly and
more complex problems occur. As a result, a new system concept,
called Decision Support System (DSS), is introduced which is
solely designed to provide supports in solving the decision
activities.
1.1 Decision Making
In general, a decision is any action or a sequence of
actions involving alternatives worthy of analysis. Decision
problems occur at all the three management levels (Davis Olson
1985) in a MIS and some examples are shown in figure 1. The
process of decision making is simply to identify and formulate
the problem, to find a set of feasible solutions and then to
select an appropriate choice from the alternatives.
As organizations become more complex and the pressure of
competitions between them increases, decision making becomes a
major business activity and it is an essential factor on the
system development process. The methods used to analyse decision
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Figure 1. Examples of Decision Problems by managementactivities.
There are many different decision problems that might be
encountered in an organization. However, as suggested by Herbert
A. Simon (Herbert 1960), decision problems can be classified
into two main categories, namely. Programmed (Structured) and
Non-Programmed (Unstructured) Decisions. Programmed decision
making refers to the process of dealing with well structured and
repetitive decisions. Non-programmed decision making is the
process of dealing with unstructured problems. Gorry and Scott
Morton (Gorry Morton 1971) has further added an intermediate
4
category called Semi-Programmed (Semi-Structured) which lies
between the two categories based upon the structureness and the
degree of occurrence of the problem. Programmed decisions occur
more likely at the lower management level while non-programmed
decisions occur more likely at the higher management level as

















Figure 2. Types of decisions by management levels.1' 1
1.1.1 Programmed decision problems
Programmed decisions are those that can be pre—specified by
%
a set of rules or decision procedures. The problems can be
identified and formulated easily. They occur frequently and
repeatedly in an organization. They usually imply decision
making under certainty because all of their outcomes can always
be known. It is obvious to determine the factors that affect the
problem. Usually by studying the factors in detail, standard
rules, routines or procedures can then be formulated to tackle
the problem.
For instance, the inventory re-order activity is an example
of programmed decision. This activity occurs frequently in an
organization and standard rules can be set up to handle it. The
factors to be considered for the activity can be defined easily.
They are the usage patterns, holding costs, replenishment costs,
re-order points, re-order quantities and safety stock levels.
Hence, based on the defined factor requirements and the
organization's policy, a computer program can be developed to
determine the re-order quantity necessary for the stock control
. This program can then be executed monthly, weekly, daily or'
even on each withdrawal from inventory to make sure that the
inventory has all the items available.
1.1.2 Non-programmed decision problems
On the contrary, non-programmed decisions are those that
cannot be pre-specified by a set of rules or decision
procedures. It is difficult to formulate this type of problems.
The decisions' occur infrequently or only once in an
organization. Even if they are relating to recurring problems,
Chapter 1
their conditions change so much that decision rules cannot be
formulated. They usually imply decision making under uncertainty
because all of their outcomes are unknown very often. The
problems are also continually changing as the decision maker's
conception of the problem change or the problem itself changes.
In fact, the problems may change dramatically. A large number of
factors especially the external ones may affect the problem, but
it is difficult to identify clearly the factors that to be
studied for the problems. The factors to be considered are
greatly dependent on the decision maker's judgement and
experiences.
For instance, to determine whether to open a new branch in a
district is a non-programmed decision problem. There is no clear
cut or precise procedures for dealing with such problem and it
is usually not clear which factors should be studied to ensure
that the proper decision can be made. The factors to be
considered are greatly dependent on the subjective point of view
of the decision maker. Manager A may think that the type of
district area is an important factor but manager B may think
that this is not important at all. Moreover, special techniques
are needed to evaluate the factors considered and the choices of
the techniques are again greatly depending on the judgement and
experiences of the decision makers themselves. Manager A may use
Cost-Benefit analysis while manager B may prefer to use
Multi-criteria analysis.
1.2 Decision Support System
As decision making becomes such an important activity in
organizational operations and it is noted that the current
practices in MIS does not provide flexible and powerful support
for handling non-programmed decision problems, a new system,
called Decision Support System (DSS), is evolved, which
emphasizes on providing suitable information and analytical
tools to deal with the complex decision problems. As the name
implies, DSS is used to support the process of making decisions
rather than on automation of decision makings (Alter 1980). It
allows the user to retrieve data easily, and analyse the
alternative solutions by using appropriate techniques during the
process of problem solving.
Although many papers have already been published (Morton
1971, Henk 1985, Gad Ginzbery 1.985, Sid 1986) about
discussing the concept of DSS, there is no unique definition of
DSS and DSS may not necessarily involve using of computers.
Basically, a system that can provide decision supports can be
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called a DSS. However, it is generally accepted that DSS is an
interactive computer-based system which enables the decision
makers to utilize data and models in dealing with a variety
range of decisions especially the non-programmed and
semi-programmed ones.
Through a series of case studies, Steven Alter (Alter 1973)
has developed a taxonomy of seven types of DSS; namely, File
Drawer Systems, Data Analysis Systems, Analysis Information
Systems, Accounting Models, Representation Models, Optimization
Models and Suggestion Models. He further classified the seven
types of systems into two main catalogues. The first three
systems are classified as Data-Oriented Systems while the latter
four systems as Mode 1—Oriented Systems. Generally, this taxonomy'
of DSS1s can provide a good guideline for designing and
implementing DSSs.
1.2.1 Basic component of a Decision Support System
No matter how DSS's can be classified, it is composed of
four basic components. They are Data.. Model, Sophisticated
software and the decision maker as shown in Figure 3.
The data portion contains both internal and external data to
be studied for evaluating the alternatives before a decision can
be made. The model portion includes the necessary and useful
models such as linear programming, inventory analysis and
investment appraisal techniques to be used to analyse the data.
The sophisticated software portion aims mainly at providing the
decision maker with an easy access to models and data
interactively in a highly friendly manner. Certainly, the
decision maker is the most important party in the DSS as he is





Figure 3. The four basic components in a DSS.
1.2.2 Characteristics of Decision Support Systems
As a DSS is built particularly for uses by higher management
members like executives, managers and policy makers in managing
corporate finance, marketing, planning and operations. Those
users have usually very little computing knowledge. Hence the
DSS must be able to provide a highly friendly user interface.
Because of the continual changes of the problems, DSS must
be able to suggest solutions to the problems quickly. This
implies that there must have mechanisms within a DSS which' can
be used to evaluate quickly the feasible solutions in different
manner. It includes sophisticated analyses, transformations,
displays and projections, etc.
Moreover, the data necessary to perform the analyses are
•V
also continually changing and they may come from many external
sources. The DSS must then have powerful facilities to access
both the internal and external data. Special mechanisms are
required to import the external data into its own databases for
further analyses and to export the internal data to other
resources in some cases.
1.2.3 Appearance of Decision Support System in an organization
The appearance of a DSS in an organization is quite
important. As pointed out by Ralph H. Sprague (Sprague 1980), a
DSS is not merely an evolutionary advancement of EDP and MIS,
and hence it will certainly not replace either. Instead, it
serves as an information system to support all decision
activities in the organization. Thus, DSS's can be treated as
subsystems of a MIS and can totally be integrated into the MIS.
In general, a MIS consists of different functional
subsystems, such as production, finance, marketing and personnel
etc., in which there are different kinds of decision problems.
Among the problems, some of them are non-programmed or..
semi-programmed decisions which are hardly handled in a
centralised MIS. Therefore a DSS can be developed in each
management functional environment for particular decision
activities. Thus, a MIS may include a number of DSSs as shown in
figure 4.
Figure 4. The conceptual environment of DSS in MIS.
1.3 Development environment of Decision Support System
Generally speaking, the development of a DSS requires the
use of computer which includes both hardware and software. The
basic hardware refers to a standard set of computing equipment
which consists of the- computer system unit, video display,
keyboard and a printer. The software must at least include a
database, a number of model programs and a programming language
compiler. Actually, there are many hardware and software
available for developing DSSs and a number of specific DSSs have
already been built by integrating a number of software packages
for particular machines. Most of these systems are specifically
designed for handling problems in particular areas.
CHAPTER 2
The Conceptual Architecture of A Generalized Software
Environment for Developing Decision Support Systems
The conventional approach for developing a specific DSS is
normally based on a bottom-up manner which is simply to connect
groups of stand-alone software components or to add some
features of DSS to an existing software package (Wang Courtney
1984). However, most of the software components are designed
independently without in-depth consideration on many important
elements in the decision process. They mainly focus on data
handling rather than problem modeling. Their modeling capability
is comparatively weak. Moreover, there exists a serious problem
in the communication of the information between components of
the DSS. For instance, in case DBASE III and SPSS software
packages are chosen as the database and model builder portion of
a specific DSS, the data from DBASE III must be transformed into
a data format that can be read by the SPSS programs for further
analyses. A special program must be written for this purpose and
the writing of the program may be troublesome. Moreover, the
amount of data involved is usually large and the transformation
operations may be very cumbersome.
Based on the above development approach, a number of
specific DSSs have already been built by integrating a number of
software packages. For example. Geographical resource
allocation and analysis (GADS- Geodata Analysis Display
Systems) (Andreoli Steadman 1975, Keen. Morton 1978, Sprague
1982), strategic financial planning (PROJECTOR) (Meador. Ness
1974, Keen Morton 1978), investment management (PMS
Portfolis Management Systems) (Keen Morton 1978), media
analysis of large consumer database and plan strategies for
advertising (IMS- Interactive Marketing System) (Alter 1980),
and financial modeling (IFPS- Interactive Financial Planning
System) (Tornalzky 1979, IFPS Tutorial 1983). They either
provide flexible user languages or languages with strict command
format and syntactic rules. To a certain extent, the use of
these systems has been found successful in specific areas, but
these systems are not easy to use for most people, especially
those without much knowledge in computers. Normally, the
capabilities of these systems are not fully utilized. Moreover,
most of the systems are developed as a close package for special
purposes which can hardly be modified for other ad hoc
situations. Thus, there is a need for a software environment in
which a complete set of software tools are available for the
decision maker to design and build any specific DSS efficiently
and effectively. The components in the software environment must
have tight communications among one another. Such an environment
is regarded as a Generalized Software Environment for developincr
DSSs.
The design and development of the software components in the
environment should be in a top down manner. That is, we must
first identify the necessary elementary components presented in
such a software environment. Then we can determine the
capabilities necessary for each of the components. The
interfaces between each of the components must also be
determined clearly. Hence, we can develop and implement the
components using the traditional software development approach
like modularity and stepwise refinement techniques.
With reference to the four basic components in a DSS, it can
be seen that the environment must at least consist of a
database, a model base, the tools to manipulate them and an user
interface.
Minch and Burns (Minch Burns 1983) have proposed a
conceptual architecture for decision support system software as
shown in figure 5. The conceptual architecture consists of four
components: Dialog Management System (DMS), DataBase Management
System (DBMS), Model-Base Management System (MBMS), and Problem
Processing System (PPS). The PPS is used to co-ordinate the
operations of the three other systems. The communication among
data and model is maintained by the PPS. The user has to go
through the DMS and PPS in order to access the model or data. It
seems a slight inefficient. Moreover, it is difficult to enhance
new technology into the system once it operates because the















Figure 5. Minch and Burns' Conceptual Model
For Decision Support Systems [Minch Burns 1983].9$
Michael Wang and James Courtney (Wang Courtney 1984) have
proposed another conceptual model which is shown in Figure 6.'
The main components of the model are the DataBase Management
System, Macro-Base Management System and the User-System
Interface. The User-System Interface serves as a co-ordinator
between the user and the other system components. The DBMS
provides all the operations to access the information in the
database. The Macro-Base Management System provides the
operations necessary to maintain a library of Macro. A model is
treated as a macro which is simply a number of data queries to
retrieve data from the database. Communication between the
models and data then becomes very flexible and efficient because
the model is a set of queries which can directly access the
database. However, the modeling capability is restricted on data
retrieval. It is often that a model is presented in an algebraic
form representing a mathematical approach to a problem and it is
hard to formulate such a model by a set of data queries.
Moreover, the mathematical facilities provided by the data query
language are limited. Michael has pointed out that in case such
a model is required, the decision maker can use a modeling
language to develop a model program which in turn can make use
of the result from the macro. But this introduces another
similar communication problem concerning the interface between
the model program and the macro results.
Figure 6. Michael Wang and James Courtneys' Conceptual Model
Fnr a»nrali7.fd DSS Software And Its Comnnting Fnvimnment
rMinch Burns 19831.
In contrast with the conceptual models, Yau and Liu (Yau.
Liu 1987) has proposed a new conceptual model for a generalized'
software environment in developing DSSs and it is shown in
Figure 7. The new model consists of four elementary components
which are the Main Processing System (MPS), the DataBase
Management System (DBMS), the ModelBase Management System (MBMS)
and the Multi-tools System (MTS).
Figure 7. A new conceptual model for a G-eneralized DSS software.
2.1 The Main Processing System
The Main Processing System is simply a bridge between the
decision maker and the other system components. It provides an
9
interface between the user and the system components. Through
the MPS-, the decision maker can select a suitable model program
in the model base and then input (or import) the external data
t.
if any, and specify the internal data in the database that are
necessary for the model to execute properly. The results of the
above operations may then be passed back to the decision maker.
With reference to the results, the decision maker may adjust the
input data or even choose another model to obtain another set of
results. This process can be repeated until the user gets enough
information to make his decision.
Basically, the MPS must be able to provide all the
elementary services that are provided by an operating system. It
includes an user-system interfaces, an interface between the
system software and the local computing devices and security
checking etc. Moreover, there must exist a device in the MPS to
keep track of the data communication between each of the system
components.
2.2 The DataBase Management System
Normally, the problem situation of a complex decision
activity is continuously changing and timely results are
expected, therefore a powerful DBMS is necessary so that it 'is
able to introduce new data series and validate, protect,
aggregate, query and delete them in a quick and easy manner.
These data handling can be done either interactively or by batch
processing depending on the volume of data to be processed.
The DBMS must be application independent, that is, it does
not depend on any application program, but can be used to make
data available to several application programs. In other words,
the DBMS permits users to utilize stored data without having to
concern about their actual physical storage locations. A data
dictionary is necessary to keep track of the relevant
information about the data such as storage location, data record
name, record field names etc.
In order to provide a way to communicate with other external
information resources, the database system must also be capable
to load data in popular external data files into its database or
to transform its own data into other common type of data files.
In addition, an embedded sub-language is also required so that
application programs can be written to support the programmed
decision making process by producing exception reports
periodically.
2.3 The ModelBase Management System
Models play an important role in DSS. In a decision making
process,- the manager may employ different models to analyse the
data and then based on the different results obtained to make
his decision. Thus, the MBMS must be able to catalogue and
maintain a library of different types of models for supporting
all levels of management like strategic, tactical and
operational levels. The set of models must be capable of
supporting most decision activities in order to claim the system
as generalized. It must also provide the functions to create,
modify, invoke and delete models quickly and easily.
In addition, the system must provide an effective mechanism
for the communication between the model and data. In fact, this
is a promising aspect of a DSS. For instance, although the
Macro concept suggested by Wang and Courtney (Wang Courtney
1984) does not provide decision maker with flexible supports in
problem formulation as discussed before, yet it does provide a
good communication between the model and data as the model is
simply a. pre-defined series of database queries which can access
the database directly.
2.4 The Multi-tools System
This software portion includes the MIS features that the
other three components have not provided. For example, at least
a host, language compiler is included so that application
programs can be written to handle programmed decision
activities. Certainly, the application programs can make use of
the database embedded sub-language to access the data in the
database. As graphs and diagrams are good ways to present large
amount of information or model results to the decision maker, a
graphic generator is desirable. A powerful report writer is
useful for the user to prepare reports instantly.
In fact, the communication between these software tools to
the other components of the whole system is also important. The
graphic generator, report writer and advanced analytical tools
etc. must be able to access the database or connect to any model
in the model base easily.
The other purpose of this system is to provide a place for
the user to enhance new software tools into the software system
in future. There is no need to alter the complicate portions
like MPS, MBMS and DBMS for the enhancement since the new
enhancement can access data and model through the existing
component interfaces. For example, nowadays spreadsheet
technique is employed in many computerized systems and it is
also very useful in supporting decision making. So a spreadsheet
generator may be desirable in the generalized software system.
It can be accomplished easily by appending a spreadsheet
handling module into the MTS.
2.5 The interfaces between the subsystems
In order to become an effective and efficient DSS software,
the interfaces between each of the components must be well
designed and integrated. They must be able to access data,
modules etc. from other components. For example, the models in
the MBMS, the Report Writer, Graphic Generator in the MTS need
to access the database in the DBMS. The MTS modules may need to




In accordance with the proposed architecture of DSS
developing software environment, a prototype system is being
developed in order to illustrate the technical feasibility of
the conceptual model.
3.1 Aim of the Proposed System
The aim of the proposed system is to provide a general
insight to the software system environment. A new concept
Model-Data Mapper which provides an efficient interface
between the data and model is also introduced in the system.
Moreover, through a demonstration in using the prototype system,
the ease and simplicity of employing the system to solve
decision problems can be demonstrated.
3.2 Development Environment
3.2.1 Hardware
A basic IBM PCXT micro-computer system with a 30MB hard
disk is chosen as the machine under which the proposed system is
built. It is because micro computing is very popular nowadays
and it has been employed in many organizations already. It is
comparatively cheap and a number of IBM PCXT machines are
available in the Computer Science Department of the Chinese
University of Hong Kong. The developed system can also be
transferred easily and quickly to higher PC compatible machines
like PCAT, PS2 etc. without complicated modification. Moreover,
in viewing the occurrence of DSS in MIS, it seems that the
generalized DSSs software is probably under a distributive
computing environment. The IBM PCXT provides a wide variety of
communication software to different mainframe computers and it
is quite suitable for this case.
3.2.2 Software
Since the development of a DSS generator should not be
simply by integrating or -modifying a number of software packages
(Wang Courtney 1984), the whole system will be developed
independently. Turbo PASCAL 3.0 is chosen as the programming
language to develop the system. It is because it is a popular
language used to developing PC application programs and it is
easy to learn. Many utilities like graphics routines are also
provided by Turbo PASCAL toolbox. Assemble codes can also be
included in a Turbo PASCAL program. It also allows invoking of
DOS service and interrupt calls. This facilitates the writing of
some low level routines like reading data on absolute address of
the disk. Turbo PASCAL also provides absolute memory readwrite
facilities so that it allows us to access the main memory using
addressing if necessary.
3.3 Scope of the Prototype System
Because the whole system is very complicated and it is hard
to build one such software system within the limited time
available, only parts of the system will be implemented. As the
MPS, DBMS and MBMS are comparatively more important in the
system and especially the interface between the model and data,
the prototype system is emphasized on these components. The MTS
is not implemented since we can append it into the system easily
later.
In addition, as the prototype system is built on a personal
computer, its overall design is based upon a single user
environment and it greatly simplifies the design and
implementation of the system. The coding of the system programs
is based on a modular approach and step-wise refinement
technique.
3.4 Overall System Architecture and Structure
3.4.1 Program and Data Base Area
As the prototype system is built under the standard
operating system (PC-DOS) for IBMPC, the format of the floppy
disks and hard disk will follow in the PC-DOS format in order to
avoid writing of too many low level disk IO operations like
formatting the hard disk. It also increases the portability and
flexibility of the system.
Basically, the system employs the standard PC-DOS file
management method to handle its files for general purposes.
However, it has its owm file management method to manipulate its
database. This is done by simply allocating a portion of the
disk area for the database and then the system will access the
database by its own file handling method.
For instance, there is a 30MB hard disk in the prototype
system, the system makes use the first 20MB for the program
files and the rest 10MB for its database storage as shown in
figure 8a. In order to avoid erasing the database information
accidentally by other PC-DOS programs, the system marks the 10MB
reserved area for the database as bad according to PC-DOS style.
It is done by setting the corresponding File Allocation Table
entries for the 10MB data base area to 4086 (hex FF6) (DOS
1983). Thus, these area can not be referenced or affected by the
general PC-DOS utility programs like Norton speed disk
operation. By keeping the database boundary addresses in the
hard disk, the system can partition, access and update the
database in its own way easily. Alternatively, in case that
there is no hard disk available, then the system interprets the
floppy in floppy disk drive A as program disk while the one in
floppy disk drive B as database disk as shown in figure 8b.
Figure 8. The data baee'and program appearance In the system.
3.4.2 Memory Organization
Since Turbo PASCAL 3.0 program code is restricted to size of
64KB at most and the system is quite complex, so the system will
largely employ the overlay programming method. In according to
the system components relationships, the overlaying style is in
the format as shown in figure 9.
Moreover, the diagram shows that there is a portion of
memory that is allocated for database information. This portion
of memory is actually allocated from the heap area and is
reserved for transferring the database information from the disk
storage. Then the system can maintain the processing of these
data by its own way which will be discussed in the following
chapter.
CHAPTER 4
The Main Processing System
4.1 Introduction
The Main Processing Subsystem is treated as a resource
manager in the prototype system. Its primary resources are the
processor, storage and inputoutput devices. As the prototype
system is built in a single user environment, it is designed to
provide the basic features (Deitel 1984, Peterson Abraham
1986) for a single user operating system like
allowing a user to use the hardware,
allowing a user to execute the software programs,
allowing a user to manipulate data,
facilitating inputoutput,
recovering from errors,
and security checking etc.
Apart from the above features, the MPS has also a special
device to maintain the communication between each of the system
components. However, since the MTS is not implemented in the.
prototype system, only the communication between the DBMS and
the MBMS is considered here. A new device is developed for such
purpose and is called a Model-Data Mapper (MDM).
The MDM is a translator which translates a set of model data
definitions into a set of data queries. The set of model data
definitions are used to determine all the data required for a
model subroutine to execute properly. After the model data
definitions are translated, the MPS will execute the resulting
queries and then pass the produced data to the model program for
further execution. The design of the MDM and the model data
definitions will be discussed in more detail in chapter 6.
4.2 Design of the MPS
Since the system is running under PC-DOS operating system
and the disk is in PC-DOS format, the development of the system
will frequently use the service functions or interrupt calls
provided by the PC-DOS in order to simplify the writing of most
of the low level IO operations. The implemented MPS is mainly
concentrated in providing an interactive working environment to
the user in a friendly manner.
Basically, the MPS can be divided into four portions: System
Components Interface, Command Processor, Memory Services and
Disk Services.
The System Components Interface is composed of a group of
routines which are used to handle the data communication between
different system components. The system components interface
that is implemented here has only considered the data
communication between the DBMS and the MBMS. Thus, it is
actually the Model-Data Mapper.
The Command Processor is a group of high level service
routines that allows the user to use any facilities available in
the MPS. It is in fact an user interface in the system. Its
overall design is based on a menu driven style.
The Memory Service routines are used to manage the specific
main memory that is reserved for the database IO purposes.
The Disk Service routines are used to handle the data base
disk IO operations on the disk area that is allocated for the
database.
Since the system components interface is simply the
Model-Data Mapper which provides the communication between the
DBMS and the MBMS, it will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 6. The following sections describe the remaining three
portions in more detail.
4.2.1 The Disk Services
4.2.1.1 The Data Base Disk Organization
The organization of the data base disk area is a very
important element in writing the disk service routines. The
organization is also affected by the database design. The
database in the system is based on a relational design approach
and so this is taken into account in the actual disk file
organization design. In short, the design of the data base disk
file organization is similar to the one employed in a relational
database system, called SYSTEM R (Date 1982, Chamberlin 1976,
Blasgen 1981).
Generally, the system views the data base disk area as a
pool of continuous non-overlapping logical pages. Each of the
page is corresponding to 4 continuous PC-DOS logical sectors and
is 2KB in size. There are three basic kinds of pages: System
Pages, File Pages and Data Pages. The File Pages and Data Pages
are identified by distinct page numbers while the System Pages
are identified by logical sector number directly. The number of
each type of pages depends on the total size of the data disk
area and the system will determine it automatically. Figure 10
shows the appearance of the pages in the data base disk area.
Data Base Disk Area












Figure 10. The appearance of Data, Pile and System Pages
In the Data Base Disk Area.
System Pages are used by the system to maintain a Page Table
which gives information about the disk pages such as whether a
particular page is occupied by data. These pages are located at
the end of the data base disk area and they are referenced by
using logical sector number. As the page table is referenced
frequently and so it is loaded into the main memory and resides
in the memory during the system running for faster processing.
The page table consists of five fields and it uses logical
page number as the index. That is, the first entry in the page
table refers to the first logical page information, the second
entry in the page table refers to the second logical page
information and so on. The five fields are the frame address,
the dirty bit, the validinvalid bit, the allocation bit, and
the bad-page bit.
The frame address field stores the frame address of the page
of the disk if the page has already loaded into the memory in a
former operation. The frame address is expressed as a frame
number because the memory is partitioned into• frames and
numbered sequentially. The dirty bit is used to check whether
the page is modified since it was loaded into memory. If the
page is modified, the dirty bit will be set to 1 and a future
erasing of the page from the memory will cause the writing of
the page back to the disk page first. The validinvalid bit
reflects whether the page is residing in the main memory or not.
The allocation bit is used to show whether the logical page on
disk is occupied by data or not. If. it is set to 1, then the
•V
page is stored with data, and cannot be used for storing any
other data. The bad-page bit is used to indicate whether the
logical page on disk is physically usable. If it is set to 1,
then it means the page is unusable which may be due to physical




























where n depends on data base disk area allocated.
e.g. a) page 0 is occupied by data, but hasn't been loaded into main memory
b) page 1 is occupied by data, and this page has already been loaded into the 25th memory
frame, but the page hasn't been modified since it was loaded,
cl page 19 is unusable.
Figure 11. The format of a Page Table
File Pages are used by the system to maintain the
information about the files in the database such as file names,
record field names, record field type and record length etc. A
%
file is simply treated as a chain of pages which are not
necessary contiguous. The file pages are located before the data
pages arid their.quantity is also dependent on the total size of
the data disk area. Similarly, the system will automatically
maintain the file page number and their location. The file pages
can be divided into two categories.
The first category of file pages is used for storing
database file information. It can be further sub-divided into
two subgroups. The pages of the first subgroup are used to store
a number of file headers. Each of the header is used to keep
seven basic information about a particular database file. They
are the file name, file type, pointer to first data page for the
file, pointer to the data page in which the current referenced
record resided, the offset of the current record referenced from
the page, number of record fields for the file and a pointer to
a file page holding the record fields information. At the end of
each of the pages, two bytes are used to store the number of
file header kept on the page.
The second subgroup of pages is used to store a number of
attribute headers. Each of the header is used to keep the
information about a record field in a database file and it has
four basic fields. They are the table name, the field name, the
field type and the field length. Similarly, the last two bytes
of such a page record the number of attribute header stored in
the page.
The second category of file pages is used for storing index
file information. The index file is used to speed up the
retrieval operations of data records in ascending or descending
order on a particular record field value and it is created upon
request of the user on the DBMS. Each of these page stores a
number of index headers which are used to maintain the
information about the index key of a database file. An index
header contains four fields. They are the index file name, the
name of the file that it associates, the field name of the file
that is indexed and a pointer to the root index data page.
Similarly, the last two bytes of such a page records the number
of index headers stored in the page.
The Data Pages are used solely for storing data records for
files. Each page can only contain data for a particular file,
that is, no two or more file data records will be stored in the
same page. A file is simply a chain of data pages and it is
called a page set. The data pages have two type of data
organizations, one is for database file record while the other
is for index file record.
For each data page of the database file, two pointers are
maintained to keep track of the chain for a page set. The first
one contains the page number of the previous data page while the
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second one contains the page number of the next data page. If
the page is the first data page of the file, then the previous
page pointer will be set to a dummy value. Similarly, if the
page is the last data page of the file, then the next page
pointer will be set to dummy value.
The data record is stored in the data page by employing a
stored record addressing method (Date 1982) and thus each record
can be identified by a unique record identifier (RID). Figure 12
shows the organization of a database file data page and the
implementation of RIDs. The RID for a data record consists•• of
two parts: the page number of the page P containing R, and an
integer offset from the bottom of P identifying an entry that
contains, in turn, the byte offset of R from the top of P. This
scheme provides a good compromise between the speed of direct
addressing and the flexibility of indirection: only the local
offsets at the bottom of the page must be changed in case that a
record is rearranged, there is no need to change the RID. The
RID can actually facilitate the implementation of indexing which
will be described later. Figure 13 shows a logical view of the
data base disk file.












Figure 12. Implementation of RIDs.
2-bytes entry
Figure 13. A logical view of the data base file.
The data pages of the index file are organized by using a
B-tree strategy (Date 1982, Horwitz 1983), that is, such a data
page is simply a node in a B-tree organization. The node is
either a leaf node or an index node. So two types of entries may
be stored depending on whether the page is a leaf page. Figure
§L
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Figure 14. A logical view of an index file.
Basically, there must exist key entries on the data pages of
an index file. Each key entry is of fixed size which is equal to
the sum of the maximum field length and the length of RID. A key
entry contains a key value and a RID indicating the location of
the data record with the key value. But the last byte of RID
will be set to a character if the page is an index page.
This means that another index data page has to be retrieved
further through the B-tree child pointers. If the- page is an
index page, then the end of the page will also contains B-tree
child pointers that point to the child pages for that page. The
relationships between the pointers and its corresponding key
entries is maintained in a sequential manner. In other words,
the first pointer corresponds to the first key entry, the second
pointer corresponds to the second key entry and so on.
4.2.1.2 The Disk Manager
The disk manager is a low level component of the MPS. It is
the component responsible for all physical IO operations
concerning about the data base disk area. It will be aware of
the physical disk address corresponding to the logical pages
because.the mapping between logical page numbers and physical
disk addresses is handled by it. For example, when a system
a
routine asks to retrieve some specific page P, the disk manager
will find exactly where page P is on the physical disk and then
transfer the page data to the requesting routine. The major
advantage of this arrangement is that the device specific code
can be isolated within the disk manager, and all other higher
level components become device independent.
The mapping between the logical page number and the physical
address is done easily by the following method. Since the disk
is following PC-DOS format, the physical address of data base
disk area can be treated as a logical sector number. A sector
contains 512 bytes and so a logical page is simply composed of 4
sectors. Moreover, there are PC-DOS interrupt function calls
which can process data on specific sectors. So by making use of
the starting address of the first page, a formula can be set up
to convert a logical page number to its actual physical address
in logical sector number. For instance, consider the data base
area on a floppy disk, the first page which is numbered 0
resides on sectors 704 to 707, then the mapping formula will be
as follows:
Address of page x= (704-xx 4)
where Address is expressed in logical sector number
Thus, the development of the disk manager will largely make
use the PC-DOS interrupts (25, 26 and 27) (DOS Technical
reference 1983) to absolute disk read, write or verify in
sectors.
4.2.1.3 The File Manager
The file manager contains a number of file management
routines. It uses the disk manager facilities in such a way to
permit the other high level system routines to regard the
database disk as a collection of stored files. It provides all
the manipulation operations like addition, deletion and
modification on both the database file and index files. In
manipulating a database file which is indexed, all the index
files associated with the database file will also be processed
by the file manager automatically in order to maintain the data
consistency. For instance, if a record is added to the database
file, corresponding index entries will also be added to the
associated index files automatically.
In short, the development of the file manager routines is
based on the database disk organization described previously.
The routines implemented in the file manager are mainly
concerned with the addition, deletion and modification of
entries or headers in the database files and index files.
4.2.2 The Memory Services
The memory services are mainly concerned with the portion of
main memory that is reserved for the database information. When
the system starts, a portion of the main memory will be
allocated for the database information. The size of such portion
•«
of memory depends greatly on the total main memory available
after the system object code is loaded into the main memory and
the system contains a routine to check for this. The portion of
memory is partitioned into frames of size equal to a disk page
size, i.e., 2K bytes. Each frame is actually used to store a
disk page content. That is, the IO operation between the main«V
memory and the database disk is by transferring of disk page to
a memory frame and vice versa.
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Generally, each frame of memory is simply implemented by
allocating an array[1..pagesize] of character dynamically from
the heap. An array of pointers is then used to maintain the
pointers to these frames. The system will reserve 34 of. the
heap area for the database purpose. Thus, the reference to the
memory frames is easily done by using the array of pointers.
The frames are numbered starting from 1 in ascending order.
The first few frames are reserved to hold the page table and
some file pages which are used frequently. When a page is loaded
into or released from a memory frame, the corresponding entry
for the page in the page table will be updated. For instance,
when page P is loaded into frame F, the (P+l)th entry of the
page table will be modified. The modification includes setting
the validinvalid bit to 1, the dirty bit to 0 and the frame
address field to F. A free frame list is also maintained to keep
track of whether a frame is being occupied by a disk page.
In case that a page is to be loaded into the memory but all
the frames are already be occupied, a frame will be chosen to be
replaced and the choosing; algorithm is based on a first in first
out approach. The system uses a first in first out queue to keep
track of the order of page numbers that have been loaded into
the memory. However, there are some pages like the index entry
pages that will be used very frequently. So the system has also
employed a buffering technique in order to minimize the disk IO
swapping. This is done by reserving the last few frames for
buffering purposes. When a frame is chosen from the first in
first out queue, and if the page corresponding to it will be
used frequently, then the frame will be moved to the buffer
rather than to the disk directly. Similarly, if the buffer is
full, a first in first out approach is employed to choose a
buffer frame for replacement.
As according to the above memory design and management
method, the memory services routines are so written to maintain
the necessary operations on the transferring of data between
pages and frames, handling of the free frame table and the first
in first out queues, and the copying of data between the data
frames and buffer frames.
4.2.3 The Command Processor
The command processor is the basic component that forms the
user interface. It is actually a console command processor. In
order to provide a highly friendly user environment, the
processor is developed based on a menu driven style. The user
only needs to choose an option from a set of commands shown on
the screen by positioning the cursor to the right option and
press return key, then appropriate routines will be invoked to
complete the command. In case that the command may have other
options to be specified, then another menu showing the options
will be displayed and the user can enter his selections
accordingly.
In fact, based on the series of options chosen by the user
through the menu screens, the command processor will construct a
full command line with all the options specified. Then the
command line will be scanned through in order to set up all the
parameters necessary and the appropriate routine will be
executed. After the routine is executed, the control will return
back to the command processor. Thus, the command processor
includes a menu routine, a line command scanner and a number of
high level command routines.
4.3 Modules implemented
Based on the design of the MPS, a number of major routines
are implemented for the prototype system, but they only provide
a basic subset of facilities that to be presented in a perfect
generalized DSS software. However, additional routines for other
facilities can be added easily in future. The routines can be
grouped.into four portions similarly as before. Likewise, the
routines for the system component interface portion (i.e. MDM)
will be discussed later in chapter 6.
4.3.1 The Disk Manager Routines
The major routines implemented in the disk manager are
summarized as follows:
Routine Name Remarks
Format Data Disk- It initializes the content of the system
pages
Locate Free Page By searching the page table sequentially,
it finds a page that is free for data. A
control flag will be returned to indicate
whether a free page is found.
Page Address It returns the starting address in sector
number for a logical page.
Page Frame
Correspondence
It returns the number of the memory frame,




It reads the page table (for directory)
from disk into the main memory
Read Page It loads a disk page into a main memory
frame
Write Page It writes the content of a memory frame
back to its corresponding disk page.
4.3.2 The File Manager Routines









It creates a file header and a number of
attribute headers on the system pages.
It also set up all the basic information
necessary for a file properly.
It creates an index file which.. is
associated to a record field of a file.
It simply creates the index header.
It deletes a particular record from a data
file.
The record is physical deleted and the
space is reclaimed immediately.
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It deletes a particular index entry from
an index file.
The entry is physical deleted and the
space is reclaimed immediately.
m
It releases all the data pages for a
particular files.
Then it deletes the corresponding file









It releases an index file and deletes the
corresponding index entry in the system
pages.
It also releases all the associated index
data pages. It uses the B-tree deletion
a Igorithm.
It gets the next record from a data file.
The information for the current record
processed is kept by the file header's
fieIds.
It gets the next index entry from an index
file.
The order of fetching is according to 'the
B-tree retrieval algorithm.
It inserts a record into the end of a
data file.
Insert an index entry into an index file.
It uses the B-tree insertion algorithm.
It finds all the record field names and
their type for a data file.
It finds all the index file names
associated to a particular data file and
their key reference record field names in i
the data file.
4.3.3 The Memory Service Routines
The major routines implemented for memory frames management










It moves the content of a buffer Frame
into a memory frame.
It initializes two first in first out
queues. One is used to keep track of the
order of page reading into the memory
frames while the other is used to keep
track of the order of page moving from a
memory frame to a buffer frame.
It checks the size of main memory
available after the system program codes
are loaded into the memory.
It also determines the number of memory
frames that to be allocated.
It deletes an element from the queue that
is used for the pages of the memory
frames.
It deletes an element from the queue that











It moves the content of a memory frame
into a buffer frame.
It inserts an element to the queue that is
used for the pages of the memory frames.
It inserts an element to the queue that is
used for the pages of the buffer frames.
Similar to Locate Free Frame, except that
it allocate a buffer frame.
It releases a particular memory frame.
If the memory frame has been modified, its
content will be written back to the
corresponding page.
It allocates a memory frame for using. If
all memory frames are being occupied, one
of them will be chosen according to the
design strategy described in previous
section.
4.3.4 The Command Processor Routines
The major routines implemented for memory frames management
purposes are summarized as follows:
Routine Name Remarks












It requests the user to input a valid
password in order to start the system.
It displays the names with type extension
of the file that exist in the database.
The index files are not shown since they
are transparent in the MPS. They are used
by the DBMS only.
It writes any modified information from
memory back to disk and then return to
PC-DOS.
It formats a data disk and initialize the
page table information onto the data base
disk area.
It displays the main system menu and then
wait for user's instruction.
After accepting the user's input, it
generates a full command line and pass it
to the scanner to determine the
appropriate command routine that will be
executed then.
It scans a command line and set up the
necessary parameters properly and invoke
corresponding procedures.
It produces an on—line screen showing the
purposes and syntax of all the MPS
functions available.
It initializes all the system variables
and partition the memory frames.
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Interactive DBMS- It calls the DBMS system menu routine.
Interactive MBMS- It calls the MBMS system menu routine.
CHAPTER 5
The Design of the DataBase Management System
5.1 Introduction
The DataBase Management Subsystem is a key ingredient in the
generalized DSS software package as all other system components
need to access the database frequently. It emphasizes on
providing efficient data manipulation functions in a highly
friendly manner.
Generally, all the three basic database design approaches:
Hierarchical, Network and Relational, can fulfil the DBMS
requirements reasonably. However, the relational database design
approach is more appropriate for the DSS environment. It is
mainly because the usage of relational database design is
increasing rapidly over time. Many software development firms
employ this approach in developing DBMS software packages. The
concept of relational approach that views data files as tables
is easy understandable especially for those without much
computer knowledge. When manipulating the database, the user
doesn't need to set any network paths or hierarchical%
structures in advance as required by the other two approaches.
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Moreover, as the database is interpreted as a group of tables
which are in two dimensions, it simplifies the design of the
communication interfaces between the DBMS with other system
components and this is shown in Section 6. In short, the DBMS
implemented is a relational system.
5.2 The Database Structure
The physical design of the database is an important factor
affecting the performance and the cost. Thus, the aim of the
physical database design is to produce a physical database
which can achieve the best performance at the least cost.
As the system has used a relational database design
approach, it treats the database as a collection of tables (or
relations). Each table is simply a collection of one type of
tuples (or rows). Each tuple represents information for an item
and has one or more attributes (columns). The attributes in a
tuple may be in different data format. For example, consider a
table called STUDENTINFO, each of the tuple in the table gives
personal information about a student. There are four attributes
for each tuple. They are ID, NAME, ADDRESS and TEL. Figure 15
shows a graphical view of such a table.
Figure 15. A graphical of table STUDENTINFO.
Thus, by mapping the database design to the disk data file
organization, a table closely resembles a data file, with tuples
of the table corresponding to records of the data file and
attributes corresponding to fields of the data record. A table
is represented by a data file with the same name as the table
and extension DBF. Basically, the tuples are inserted into a
table in a sequential order. However, the DBMS allows an user to
build index on an attribute of a table in order to provide a
faster processing on a table according to specific order on the
attribute. Actually, each index entry has a key value and a
record identity as described before. Each table tuple will have
a corresponding index entry in the index file and the entries
are kept in the order of the key values by using a B-tree
indexing method (Date 1982, Horowitz 1983). Thus, in accessing
the table tuples in the order of an attribute value, the
processing can be shortened by retrieving the entries in the
index file associated with the table attributes first and
through the entries, the tuple can be referenced in the desired
order.
Since the MPS has provided a set of disk services routines
in handling the data file management, the DBMS will use these
routines frequently. Loosely speaking, the DBMS has a view of
the database as a collection of stored tuples, and that view is
supported by the file manager; the file manager, in turn, has a
view of a file as a collection of pages, and that view is
supported by the disk manager. In other words, the accessing of
a database tuple in the DBMS needs to go through three levels of
data access as shown in figure 16. It. provides a high degree of
data independence.
DBMS
Stored tuple Request tuple
File
Manager
Stored logical page Request logical page






Figure 16. The three levels of data access.
For example, when one issues a command to retrieve a
particular tuple in a table, the DBMS will first determine which
file the table is corresponding to, and decides what stored
record is required. It then requests the file manager to
retrieve that record. The file manager in turn decides what
pages are associated with the file and then it will request the
disk manager to retrieve each record in the pages and check the
record until the desired one is found.
5.3 Design of the data language
5.3.1 Introduction
The prototype system provides a set of stand alone
interactive data query language for the user to do ad hoc data
manipulations. The data query language is a relational data
language that provides a set of facilities for query, data
definition, data manipulation and data control.
The language is mainly based on SQL (previously spelled
SEQUEL) (Chamberlin 1976, Blasgen 1981), a data language which
was developed by IBM arid has been installed in the database
management systems SYSTEM R and DB2 (DB2 is a DBMS for the
MVSXA operating system for the IBM370 series). Since SQL is
intended for large database management systems on mainframe
computers, it contains some statements like GRANT and REVOKE
which are used in a multi-user environment. So only a subset of
the language that is useful in a single user environment is
implemented with minor modifications so as to fit into the
prototype system.
In addition, a series of the data queries can be stored in a
text file with extension SQL and the system provides a command
(SQLSEXEC) to execute the queries in batch.
5.3.2 The Data Language
The data language operates on the tables of the database
system. It is actually a tool provided by the DBMS for the users
to manipulate the data in the database. It provides the
following categories of facilities:
data definition (e.g. create a table)
data manipulation (e.g. tuple insertion-)
query facilities (e.g. find a particular tuple)
Moreover, the data language is only a subset of the full SQL
language. The selection of that subset of language is mainly
based on the usage of the language in a single user environment.
According to the categories mentioned above, the data language
commands implemented are listed as follows (note: optional
parameter is enclosed by square brackets):
DATA DEFINITION
Alter table
Format: ALTER TABLE table-name
ADD (attribute definition
[,attribute definition]...)
Description: This command adds a new attribute to an existing
table. Internally, this command copies the source
table into a temporary table with the added data
field. It then deletes the source table and
rename the temporary file to the original one. If
necessary, all index files associated with the
source table will be updated also.
Example: ALTER TABLE SUPPLIER





where attribute definition= field-name data-type
Description: This statement creates a new, empty table in the







Format: CREATE INDEX index-name ON table-name
(field-name [order])
where order is either ASCENDING (default) or
DESCENDING
Description: This command creates an index file on one field
of a table. The index file is physical stored in
the system. The index organizes the table into a
certain sequence without having to sort the
tuples physically. The main advantage of using
indexes is that direct access based on a given
order on an attribute can be speeded up. However,
it will properly slow down update operations
because the index files have to be updated also.
Note that the data language has no explicit
commands that make use of the indexes directly.
It is the task of the DBMS itself to choose the
access path. For example, consider the command
SELECT SNO FROM SUPPLIER WHERE SNAME= 'ABC', the
system would check whether an index file on NAME
of SUPPLIER does exist. If so, the system would
make use of the index file in the processing.





where subquery is simply a query command which
may also operate on a view
Description: A view is regarded as a virtual table, i.e., a
table that does not physically exist. However, in
a user's viewpoint, it is the same as a table.
This command will create a new table with the
specified view-name but with extension 'vie'. The•«
table has one attribute, namely fieldname, which
is a string of 20 characters. Then each
identifier following the view-name is then
inserted into the table as a tuple.
Once a view has been defined, all retrieval
functions can be operated on it just like any
other table. However, modification on the view's
content is not allowed.
When a view is referenced, the view name will be
substituted by its corresponding contents in the«
view file and the whole query will then be
executed as usual.
If field-names are specified, then the view will
use them as its attribute names, otherwise, the
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Drop table
Format: DROPTABLE table-name
Descript1 on The specified table is removed from the system.
All the indexes and views defined on that table




Description This command removes an index file from the





Description The specified view is dropped, i.e., its
corresponding view file entry is erased. Any
views which are defined in terms of that view are
automatically dropped also.






Description: This command executes the subquery and the result
in table form is copied to a new table with the
specified field-names.





Format: DELETEFROM table-name WHERE predicate
Description It deletes all the tuples in the table that
satisfy the predicate.









Description: In the first format, a tuple is inserted into the
table having the specified values in the•«
specified attributes.
In the second format, the Subquery is evaluated
and the result is inserted into the table.
Examp1e: INSERT SUPPLIER( SNO, SNAME, SADDRESS)
VALUES ('43256', 'ACTION', 'GF, 5 WANCHAI
ROAD.')
«V





Format JOIN table-name-1, table-name-2 [TO table-name-3]
SELECT field-name[, field-name]...
[WHERE predicate]
Description: This command performs table joining. If no WHERE
clause is specified, then the join is the
Cartesian Product of the two given tables. If
WHERE clause is specified, then the result will
be a subset of the Cartesian Product which
satisfy the conditions given in the predicate.
If the TO clause is specified, the result of the
join will be stored into a new table called
table-name-3.





Description: This command allows the user to input tuples into
the table interactively from the screen.







Description: This command updates the tuples of a table.- All
tuples in the table that satisfy the predicate
are modified in accordance with the assignments
(field-name= expression) in the SET clause.
IF the WHERE clause is not given, then all tuples
in the table will be modified.




Format: SELECT field-name[, field-name]
FROM table-name
[ WHERE predicate]
Description: This command is the main query (retrieval)
facility in the system. The result of it is in
turn a table (it is a temporary table and will be
deleted after the command is executed).
Binary operators, logical operators and set
operators may be used in the predicate. ..The
predicate may also contain another SELECT clause
so that nested query is allowed.
If the field-names are replaced by a then
all the attributes in the table are retrieved.
If WHERE clause is not specified, then all tuples
in the table will be considered.
Examp1e: Assume there are two tables, namely EMPLOYEE, and
OFFICE as shown in figure 18.
table EMPLOYEE
table OFFICE
Fifire 18. Tbetwe tablet: EMPLOYEEait OfFICE.
simple query:









WHERE OFFICE= 'NORTH POINT'
nested query:









Format: COUNT table-name [VERTICALLY or HORIZONTALLY]
note: default is VERTICALLY
Description: For the VERTICALLY option, it determines the
number of tuples (rows) present in the table.
For the HORIZONTALLY option, it determines the
number of attributes (columns) in the table.
Example: COUNT SUPPLIER VERTICALLY
5.4 Modules Implemented
The major routines implemented for database management




This routine evaluates a boolean
expression (e.g. (AB) AND (C=D). It first
changes the infix expression to postfix
notation and then uses a stack to
facilitate the calculation (Horowitz
1983).
DBMS Help It produces an on-line screen showing the
purposes and syntax of all the DBMS
functions available.
SqlAssigTo It creates a new file and insert the
result of a select query into it.
It calls the Create File, Fetch and Insert
subroutines in the File Manager to
accomplish the process.
Sq1 Count It counts the number of rows or number of
columns for a table.
SqlCreateIndex It sets up the proper parameters and then
calls the file manager- routine, Create
Index, to create an index entry into the
directory.
SqlCreateTable It sets up the proper parameters and then
calls the file manager routine. Create








It creates a new table In the format as
described in the CreateView command. The
main body of the CreateView statement is
textually stored into the new table.
Based on a given condition, it deletes the
tuples from a table which satisfy the
condition.
It calls the File Manager routines, Fetch
and Delete, to accomplish the processing.
It uses the routine Expression to evaluate
the condition expression.
It sets up the proper parameters and then
calls the file manager routine, Drop
Index, to erase an index entry from the
directory.
It sets up the proper parameters and then
calls the file manager routine. Drop File,
to erase an file entry from the directory.
It sets up the proper parameters and then
calls the file manager routine. Drop File,
to erase an file entry from the directory
which is associated with the view.
It executes a series of queries one by
one. The queries are stored in a text file'
with extension SQL.•
SqlInsert It actually performs the Insert query. It
handles both of the two different Insert
query formats which are as follows:
(a) INSERT... VALUES constant list
(b) INSERT... SELECT... FROM...
The algorithm:
1) For type (a), it scans the list out.
For type (b), it calls SELECT to return
the value list.
2) According to the field list, it
rearranges the constantvalue list,
e.g. if table ITEM has fields NO,
HEIGHT, WIDTH
•i
then when the command
INSERT ITEM (HEIGHT, WIDTH, NO)
VALUE (10, 8, 111)
is issued, the constant list will be
rearranged as
(111, 10, 8)
3) The rearranged list and the table name
are then passed to the File Manager
routine Insert in order to insert it
into the table.
SqlJoint It performs the Join query. It joins two
tables together which is simply the
Cartesian products of the tables. If'
condition is given, -then it also eliminate
those joined tuples which do not satisfy
the condition.
The algorithm used in this procedure is
straightforward as follows:-
Reset table 1 tuple cursor
Repeat
Fetch next tuple (a) froa table 1
Reset table 2 tuple cursor
Repeat
Fetch next tuple (b) froa table 2
Concatenate tuples (a) and (b) to give (c)
If there is condition specified then






Until (b) is the last tuple of table 2
Until (a) is the last tuple of table 1
SqIReadRecord It provides a data input screen for the
user to input the value of a tuple. It
then inserts the tuple into the
corresponding table. The process is
repeated until an empty input screen is
read.
SqlSelect It outputs the tuples of a table based
upon a given condition if any. The
algorithm is straightforward as follows:
•V
Reset the table tuple cursor
Repeat
Fetch next tuple
If there is condition specified then






Until it is the last tuple
SqlScanner
SqlUpdate
It scans a SQL query command line and. set
up the parameters properly. It then calls
appropriate routines to performs the
query.
It updates the tuples of a table based on
a given condition if any. The algorithm is
straight forward
as follows:
Reset the table tuple cursor-
Repeat
Fetch next tuple
If there is condition specified then
If it satisfies the condition then





modify the tuple in the (senary frane
Until it is the last tuple-
Note; Updating of the disk is done in page-in, page-out
operations,
CHAPTER 6
The Design of the ModelBase Management System
6.1 Introduction
The ModelBase Management System is another key ingredient
component in the whole system. It is the device that provides
the user a number of models to analyse the data. In practice, it
is impossible to find a model that can be used to handle all the
decision making activities. So in order to claim the software
package as generalized, the system allows different sets of
model to be incorporated in the model base for dealing with
different groups of decision tasks. That is, there are different
sets of models available for being used in different working
environment. For example, if the system is to be used in the
Financial Department of an organization, then the model base
will include a set of financial models for handling the
financial decision activities. The MBMS provides also a friendly
..mechanism for the user to build models by his owns if necessary
and add it into the model base for future uses.
Moreover, the communication between the model and data is an
important element in the system. The prototype system has used a
new device in the MPS, called Model-Data Mapper, to 'give a good
interface between model and data. When a decision maker is
working on a problem, he needs only to prepare a series of model
data definitions which define what model is to be used and the
input data required for the model. The model data definitions
are stored in a text file. The user can then invoke the file of
model data definitions in the MBMS and the MBMS will request the
Model-Data Mapper to set up the relevant input data and then
pass it to the appropriate model routine automatically for
further analysis.
6.2 Design of the ModelBase
Since the system is developed by using Turbo PASCAL 3.0
which does not support object code linking, the model base is
implemented as a group of PASCAL procedures. Each of such
procedures employs one business modeling technique to tackle a
decision problem.
The model base manipulation functions like adding, deleting
and modifying a model in the model base have not been
implemented in the MBMS. It is due to the.limited time available
and the prototype system aims to demonstrate the new concept of
Model-Data Mapper. However, in this stage, the model base
manipulation functions can still be accomplished by using, the
Turbo PASCAL editor to alter the model base program included
f i les.
Passing data to a model is simply implemented by using text
files. In other words, in the development of a model procedure,
the input parameters are assumed to be in text files with the
same corresponding names as the parameters and with extension
TXT. For instance, consider a model procedure that requires two
input parameters. The first parameter is an array of integer and
is named NBRS. The second one is an array of string(10) and is
named TITLE. Then the data for the two parameters will be in the
files NBRS.TXT and TITLE.TXT correspondingly. With reference to
the two files, the model procedure can use standard Turbo PASCAL
file IO statements like OPEN, RESET and READLN to input the
parameter data.
In addition, the prototype system has only implemented three
model procedures. They are Linear Programming (LP), Cost-Benefit
Analysis (CBA) and Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA) models. They
are selected because they are popular models that are employed
frequently by managers in solving most decision problems. The
following paragraphs discuss the algorithms used by the
procedures one by one in more detail.
The LP procedure is capable of solving linear programming
problems involving mixed constraints(£,£, and=). Basically,
the procedure transforms all the given inequality constraints
into equality ones by adding or subtracting slack and artificial
variables to the constraints. Based on the equality constraints,
it then uses the Revised Simplex Algorithm (Taha 1976, Best
1985) to obtain an optimum solution for the objective function.
The Revised Simplex Algorithm solves the following general LP
problem:
min
where A is an (m,n) matrix,
c and x are n-v.ectors, and b is an n-vector,
c'x is the objective function and,
Ax= b is the set of constraints.
The Revised Simplex Method is used becauseit can result in
more efficient computations particularly when the constraints
matrix A includes a large percentage of zero elements.
Moreover, the procedure can also identify infeasible or.
unbounded problem in which there is no decision variable values
that can satisfy all the constraints, or the objective function
can be varied without limit. Appropriate messages are given in
these cases. Since the Revised Simplex Method is a common
algorithm in solving linear programming problems and it can be
found in many mathematics text books, it is not described in
detail here.
The CBA procedure is capable of evaluating the cost
information for certain items only. It uses simple arithmetic to
calculate the items costs and the total cost for each feasible
alternative considered. Generally, each alternative has a number
of items to be cost. The cost of each of the items is treated as
fixed or variable depending on whether the quantity of the item
would increase over time. If the item cost is variable, the
growth rate of the item which is measured in terms of years will
also be considered in the cost calculation. The sub-costs and
total costs are calculated by the following formulae:
For fixed cost:
item cost- unit cost x no.
For variable cost:
item cost= unit cost
Total cost=» sum of all item costs
Note: all costs are expressed in dollars
This procedure will generate a report showing all the. item
cost information for each alternative. The report is stored into
a text file with the same name as the model definition file but
with extension CBA. As the benefit items are usually qualitative
and descriptive, the procedure has not taken them into account,
but the user can use a text editor to append the benefits into
the report file later. And then the final version of the report
file can be examined by the decision makers. Moreover, the
procedure will ask the user whether he wants to keep the
information about the total costs for the alternatives. If the
answer is yes, it will save the information in a new relation
with the name CBACOST which consists of a number of attributes
to distinguish the alternatives and one attribute TOTALCOST to
store the total cost calculated.
The MCA procedure is written to deal with decision problems
in selecting a choice from a number of alternatives and each of
the alternatives has a number of attributes to be considered.
There exists many methods (Starr Zeleny 1977, Zeleny 1982) in
solving such multi-criteria decision problems and each method
f
has its own advantages and disadvantages. One popular method is
to evaluate the alternatives based upon the utility function,t
and the alternative with the highest utility assessed will be
the best choice. However, the assessment of multiattribute
utility is a complicated process and a simpler way is to
decompose a multiattribute utility assessment into a series of
single-attribute utility assessments. Then a decomposition
function f is used to calculate the multiattribute utility based
on the single-attribute utilities (Zeleny 1982). That is,
where ut designates an utility function over a single attribute xit
U is the multi-attribute utility function.
For operational simplicity, the procedure has employed a
Weighted Additive Utility Function for function f. The function
has assumed that all the attributes considered must be
utility-independent to each other (Zeleny 1982). The Weight
Additive Utility Function (Houthakker 1960, Zeleny 1982) is as
follows:
where xt is ith attribute value,
n is the number of attributes considered,
utO) is utility function for ith attribute,
out is weight of importance for ith attribute,
is total utility for an alternative,
As from the function, it is necessary to derive the utility
functions for each of the attributes considered. However, the
attributes may either be quantitative or qualitative. So there
are two methods in the procedure to derive the single-attribute
utility function.
Consider the qualitative attributes, a direct utility
assessment method is used to get the utility for each distinct
attribute data value. For example, consider a non-quantitative
attribute, say BRAND, the user will be asked to assign a value
(range from 0 to 1, where 0 shows least preferable and 1 shows
the most preferable) to each of the distinct data values
appeared under the attribute BRAND. This value simply reflects
his degree of preference to the corresponding BRAND data value.
Consider the quantitative attributes, the utility function
is assessed through probabilistic interrogation of the decision'
maker. In fact, it uses a p to (1-p) reference gamble approach
(Berry Christenson 1980) to estimate n points for the utility
curve of the attribute, where both n and p depend on the user's
desire and they are given by the user during the procedure
execution.
For instance, in constructing the utility curve for the
attribute SPEED of a car, the maximum (pi) and minimum (p2)
values for the attribute are determined by the procedure. The
user is asked to attach 1 and 0 to the two extreme data values
on SPEED, where 1 represents most preferable and 0 represents
least preferable. To obtain the next point, the user is asked
•«
for his preference equivalent for a p to (1-p) chance of assets
of pi or p2. Suppose the answer is P3, then the utility of P3 is
calculated by using the expected utility theorem as follows:
U(P3)= p x£(P 1)+( 1- p) X £(P2)
where U represents utility of a point
Similarly,
point P4 is determined from PI and P3
point P5 is determined from P3 and P2
and so on to Pn
Having set up n points for each of the quantitative
attributes, the utility curves are simply.interpolated linearly
from these points.
After all the single-attribute functions are derived,, the
user is then asked to assign the weights for each of the
attributes which range from 1 to 100. The weights will be
normalised automatically by the procedure so that the sum of
them is equal to 1. Actually all the acquired information in the
procedure are maintained so that the user does not need to reply
the questions again if the model procedure is re-executed unless
he requests to do so.
As the procedure has obtained all the necessary data, it
will calculate the total utility for each alternative based on
the weighted additive utility function and the result is
returned to the user through the video screen. Similarly, the
result may be stored in a table called MCAUTY for future uses'
upon user's desire. The table MCAUTY includes a number of
attributes that distinguish the alternatives and one attribute
TOTALUTY to store the total utility assessed for each
alternative.
6.3 Design of the Model Data Definition Language
The Model Data Definition Language is a tool for the
decision maker to map his problem formulation to the model in
i.
v
the model base. It is the information referenced by the Model
Data Mapper in the MPS to prepare the data text files for the
model procedure. In fact, the instruction set is to provide a
linkage between a model with a particular formulation and the
data base.
From the business point of view, data is interpreted as two
dimensional at most. In other words, data is viewed as a single
value, a vector or a matrix by a model usually. .So the Model
Data Definition Language is a very simple language which has
only three data formats, namely matrix, vector and single value.
The data may be defined as related to the tables in the 'data
base. Alternatively, the data can be defined directly as equal
to basic data values like integer, character or string.
The syntax of the Model definition Language implemented in
the system is as follows:
DEFINE
DEFINE
ffiodel-naae fiS ffiodei-type MODEL
MATRIX data-name AS{ TRANSPOSE OF}
{ OP!} table-name{[ attribute-list 3}
{ OF cond-list)
DEFINE NATRH data-name AS integer BY integer
( values)
DEFINE VECTOR data-name AS
{ 0P1) table-name[ attribute-name 3




VECTOR data-name AS integer( values!






















R0WSI2E OF MATRIX data-name
COLSIZE OF MATRIX data-name
SIZE OF VECTOR data-name
table-name i attribute-name OF
cond-list
{ op2 3 value








6.4 Design of the Model-Data Mapper
The Model Data Mapper is an underlying element in the MPS.
It is the device that translates the set of model data
definitions into a series of queries and then executes the
queries. The results of the queries will be rearranged and
written into some temporary text files for the model procedure
to read in the data. The text files are in standard PC-DOS
format and can be manipulated by the PC-DOS file IO functions.
After the model execution is completed, the temporary data files
will be erased automatically by the system to release the -disk
spaces.
Apart from the queries, there are also two special
statements, INIT and REARRANGE, that the model data definitions
may be translated to. The INIT is used to prepare the data which
are not in the data base, but defined in' the definitions
inclusively. The ARRANGE is used to write the results into a
text data file.
For example, consider the following model data definition
DEFINE VECTOR A AS 4 (12, 23, 34, 45)
it will be translated to
•' INIT Temp TO 4 (12, 23, 34, 45) ARRANGE Temp AS A
Then the INIT statement will base on the parameter values to
produce the result. As in this case, only an integer 4 follows
the AS keyword, so the INIT statement will create Temp as a
vector of 4 elements and the data values are given in the
parenthesis. After the vector Temp is created, the ARRANGE
statement will write the content of Temp into a text file,
namely A.TXT.
Thus, the Model Data Mapper is simply a translator together
with two routines to handle the two special commands that are
not query.
6.5 Modules Implemented
The major routines implemented in the model base management








It calls the Mapper routine to translate
the definitions in the specified model
data definition file into queries and
calls the ExecSQL to execute the queries
one by one. The appropriate model
procedure is then executed.
It scans a query command line that is
translated from a model data definition.
It then sets up the proper parameters and
calls appropriate routines to perform the
query.
It is a simple line editor to enable the
user to write a set of model data
definitions and store it into a model
definition file with extension MDL.
This routine translates a set of model
data definitions into data queries.
It produces an on-line screen showing the
purposes and syntax of all the MBMS
functions and models available. It also
gives information about the parameters
necessary for the models accordingly.
It initializes a temporary variable which
may be a scaler, a vector or a matrix







It writes the content of a variable
textually into a specified file
It solves a Linear Programming problems by
using the Revised Simplex Method.
It uses simple arithmetic to produce an
item cost report.
It solves a selection problem by using a
Multi-Criteria Utility Model-which employs
the Weight Additive Utility Function.
CHAPTER 7
A demonstration of using the Prototype System
7.1 Introduction
By using the prototype system, one can easily employ
different modeling techniques to analyse the data in a simple
and natural manner. This chapter concentrates on how to use the
experimental software to deal with a decision problem involving
alternative choices.
Basically, the steps in using a model in the software to
solve a problem can be divided into 4 steps. They are DATA
PREPARATION, MODEL-DATA MAPPING, MODEL EXECUTION and RESULT
INTERPRETATION as shown in figure 19.
The DATA PREPARATION step is to prepare all the relevant
information in table format by using the DBMS facilities in the
software. The MODEL—DATA MAPPING step is to choose a model from
the model base of the software system and define the input
parameters from the database of the software system for the
model chosen. The MODEL EXECUTION step is to execute the model
selected. The RESULT INTERPRETATION step is to examine the
results obtained from the execution of the model and then repeat
the previous steps again if necessary. Moreover, the results can






Figure 19. The four steps in using a mode! of the prototype system,
In order to describe clearly each of the steps involved, a
comprehensive business case is introduced here. The case
involves an investment on expanding the Accounting Information
System in a medium plastic manufacturing company. The ease and
simplicity of using the generalised software are demonstrated.
A
In this case, two popular modeling techniques: COST-BENNIFIT
ANALYSIS and MULTI-CRITERIA UTILITY ASSESSMENT, are used by the
decision maker to evaluate the alternatives in order to make a
proper decision.
7.2 A Case Description
CoCo Plastic Manufacturing Company Ltd. is a medium-sized
company which started its business in 1975 in Hong Kong. It has
a personnel strength of 500 employees at present. Of these 480
are hourly paid and 20 are paid on a monthly basis.
In 1985, the company has replaced its manual Accounting
System by a computer based Accounting Information System which
is in turn subdivided into 4 subsystems, namely, Accounts
Receivable Subsystem, Accounts Payable Subsystem, Payroll and
General Ledger Subsystem. The system is maintained by the
Accounting Department. Two IBM PCXT machines (labelled A and B)
with 30 MB hard disks are used to handle the necessary
operations in the subsystems. Machine A is provided for the
operations in the Account receivable and the Account Payable
subsystems while machine B is for the Account Payroll and
General Ledger subsystems. The information flow between the two
machines is simply by making use of floppy disks. The IBM
machines are running under DOS 3.1 and a Microsoft COBOL
compiler is used as the main software tool to develop, the
programs required for the company operations. The Accounting
Department has an accountant, a programmer and two clerks.
After the system is in operation for a two-year period, it
is noted that the computerized system has brought improvement
over the previous manual system. However, although the present
system can provide the record keeping functions for a complete
accounting information system, but it can not provide much
management control and planning facilities. Moreover, the
present hardware configuration seems to be inadequate as' the
company's business grew substantially over last year. Thus, the
company director decides to expand the system so that it can
provide all the functions within a complete accounting
information system. An investment project is initiated which is
to upgrade the present accounting information system in order to
c
keep up the pace with the company's growth and to take full
advantage of much improved information technology.
The new system is to be capable of handling the company
»
information in the future seven years. A new advanced machine
will be used to replace the old. ones. In addition, the budget
allowed for that project is two hundred thousand dollars. A
project team is formed and a system consultant, Mr. James Chan,
is appointed for investigating the existing system, analysing of
information collected in the investigation, development of
recommendations for corrective action, designing and developing
the new system.
James, being an expert in system development, has already
developed a number of successful accounting information systems
for different companies over the past eight years. After a
survey on the existing system and interviews with the system
users, he recommends a new accounting system which consists of
seven subsystems. They are the Accounts Receivable System,
Accounts Payable Subsystem, the Payroll Subsystem, the General
Ledger Subsystem, the Management Accounting Subsystem, the Fixed
Assets Subsystem and the Sales Analysis Subsystem. Basically,
the new system is a conventional Accounting Information System
employed in the Accounting Department of most firms. After a
«V
detailed description on the organization and functions of the
new system proposed by James, the project team agrees on the«
proposal and they proceed to the stage of selecting suitable
hardware configuration of the system for the coming decade.
7.3 Hardware Selection Considerations
In order to select the most suitable hardware alternatives
for the company, James has emphasized on a number of factors.
They are summarised in figure 20.
Chapter 7
FACTOR EFFECT REQUIREMENT
Company size It gives a rough guide on the One terminal for each of the four
capacity and power of the machine staff in the Accounting Department 
required.
Physical size of the restrict the actual size of the better without any office
office machine re-construction
Financial situation determine the maximum amount of $200,000
investment
Expected growth determine the future demand on an estimated growth of 15)1 on each
the power and capacity of the coming year
machine
Sc ut application determine the nature of can handle heavy file processing 
Business processing on the machine job and many arithmetic
computation. Fast storage access 
speed required. Business oriented 
language required
Brand of the machine reflect the machine reliability, Sell-known brand machine is
performance and support. preferred
Hsintenance service can ensure the accurate Repairing, periodical checking and
provided performance of the machine consulting required
Machine life it ensure that the machine can at least seven years
support the system in the 
expected period
Machine size determine whether the machine the computer unit and peripherals
bodv neeo re-construction must be as compact as possible
Expansibility of the determine the maximum capacity must be sufficient for the
machine and power the machine can provide business growth in the coming
seven years
Figure 20. Hardware se lec t ion  factors
After a detailed study on the system functions, interviews
with the system users are conducted. Having a careful study on
the feedback and the selection factors, the project team could
then set up the minimum system requirements for the hardware















four, can add 4 more in future
Well-known brand is preferred
Micro or Mini




dot matrix, 160 CPS
tape
Multi-user
COBOL compiler oust be available
Figure -21. System requirements
for the hardware configuration
7.4 Preparation of Relevant Data for the Initial
Hardware Alternatives
After the system requirements are defined, James starts to
collect relevant information about a large number of popular
hardware configurations. The team, in the meantime, decides to
use the experimental prototype system in supporting their
decision analysis. In order to analyse the hardware
alternatives, James creates six tables in the database to store
relevant hardware information by using the query CREATETABLE
that is provided by the interactive data query facility of the
system. For example. He creates the relation Printerlnfo by the
query:
CREATETABLE Printerlnfo (printer char 20, type char 6,
speed integer 2, cost real 4)
The other relations are created similarly. The relations and
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Figure 22. Tables for hardware information
The relevant information about the hardware configurations
is loaded into the relations by using the READ query. The READ
query provides a user-friendly interface to the user. For
example, after issuing the query: READ ModelPrinter, an input
screen form will be displayed as shown in figure 23.
Corresponding printer data can then be inserted accordingly. An
empty input screen form will terminate the input process. In a
similar fashion, information for the other tables can be
inserted.
nn ode 1 [C20]:
pi~ i nt er[ 020]:
where the string within[] indicates the attribute type
e.g. C20 means a string of 20 characters
m
Figure 23. Input screen for relation Printerlnfo
In order to make sure that the alternatives considered can
meet the minimum requirements, he issues the SELECT, DELETEFROM,
ASSIGNTO queries as shown in figure 24 to choose all the
alternatives that meet the requirements.
DELETEFROHPrinter Info














WHERE ((type= 'micro') OR (type= 'mini7)) AND
(basiccost 200000) AND (cpusize= 16) AND
maxter®inaino- u) AND
(mainstorage= 640) AND






















Figure 24. The queries used1 to scan feasible alternatives
Now, the table Models contains a number of suitable
alternatives that can then be further investigated by using
popular modeling techniques.
7.5 Cost-Benefit-Analysis
As the Cost-Benefit-Analysis is a popular method to evaluate
alternatives for a project, James decides to employ it for the
case. The steps in using the Cost-Benefit-Analysis model in the
prototype system are described below.
7.5.1 Data Preparation
The Cost-Benefit-Analysis model requires a relation to be
prepared such that each row of which contains all the cost
relevant information about an alternative, so James forms such a
relation first. He uses some queries to abstract some attributes
from the existing relations and append some more attributes on
- the resulting relation. In this case, a relation ModelCost is
generated by the queries as shown in figure 25:
ASS IONTO Hi;
SELECT model, brand, type, basiccost, variablecost,
teriinalcost
FRflM Unite U
JOIN KodelPrinter, Printerlnfo TO P
SELECT model, printer, printercost
WHFR'F Hnripl .nri nfpr= Printprlnfn.nrinfpr
JOIN HI, P TO H2
SELECT model, brand, type, basiccost, Variablecost,
terminal cost, printer, printercost
Uhkh-'P Ml iol= P.mnHclTtJ11r UJ J- It: WWUi I I IIIU'ULX
JOIN H2, Model Backup TO H3
SELECT ffiodel, brand, type, basiccost, Variablecost,
terminalcost, printer, printercost, backup,
backupcost
WHERE H2.model= NodeIBackuo.mode!™ r———•
JOIN H3, HodelOs TO «4
SELECT model, brand, type, basiccost, Variablecost.
teriinalcost, printer, printercost, backup,
backupcost, os, oscost
WHFRFMS.fflnrtp!= Mnrip]He. n;-nHp. 1
JOIN rS4, HodelLanquaqe TO HodelCost
SELECT model, brand, type, basiccost, Variablecost,
terainalcost, printer, printercost, backup,
backupcost, os, oscost, language, languagecost
WHERE H4.model= HodelLanquaqe,model
ALTER TABLE HodelCost







Figure 25. Initial data preparation queries for the CBA Node
The headsalary, progsalary and derksalary are the annua:
salary for the department head, programmer and clerl
4.
respectively. In addition, these queries may either be executed
one by one interactively or stored in a text file and then
executed in a batch.
7.5.2 Model Data Mapping
Once the required relation for this model is prepared, James
can proceed to define the data linkage between the model and
data. He uses the command FORMULATE in MBMS to create a model
data definition file called COST.MDL, which contains a set of
model data definitions. The general format of the set of model
data definitions required for the CBA model can be found using
the on-line help facility. The model data definitions in this
case are shown in Figure 26.
DEFINE HardwareCost AS CBA MODEL
DEFINE MATRIX ALT AS ModelCostEffiodel,brand, type
or inter,05.backup.lanouaoel
DEFINE VECTOR ALTHEAD AS 7('model', 'brand', 'type', 'printer',
'oe', 'backup', 'language')





DEFINE VECTOR ITEM AS iOCBasic cost', 'Variable cost',
, 'Clerk salary')
DEFINE VECTOR TYPE AS 10CF', 'F 'F', 'F', 'F',
? r?? j-?? ij?? 11j?)}? i
i j j V? Y, V
DEFINE VECTOR RATE AS 10(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 15, 15, 15)
DEFINE VECTOR ITEHND AS 10(1, 7, 4, 1, 1, I, 1, 1, 1, 25
DEFINE VALUE YEAR AS 7
where ALT represents alternatives titles
ALTHEAD represents alternative title headings
YEAR represents number of future years considered
ITEM represents an item titles
ITEMNO represents no of an items that to be cost
COST represents the costs of ail items for the alternatives
TYPE represents type of item costs, fixed or variable
RATE represents estimated growth rate
Figure 2b, The model data definitions
of the CBA Model for the case
7.5.3 Model Execution
After the model definitions are created and stored in a
model definition text file called COSTS.MDL, it can be executed
by issuing the command INVOKE COSTS. This command will
automatically translate the model data definitions into a set of
data queries, and then execute the translated queries to get the
data. The results are rearranged and written to corresponding
text files. The corresponding model program will then be
executed by the system with the results of the queries as input
parameters. The data queries generated automatically by the
model-data mapper for the model data definitions in figure 26
are shown in figure 27.
Select iiiodel. b rend, type, pr i nter, oe. beck up, 1 anouage
Frofii Hodel Cost Giving TEMP
firrence TEMP ae ALT
I nit TEHP to TCiiiDdeT, 'brand', 'type', 'printer', 'os', 'backup', 'language')
Arrange TEKP ae fiLTHEAD
Select basiccost, variablecoet, tersinakost, printercoet, backupcoet,
oecos-t, 1 enguegecDet, heedeeiery, prosalary, cierkealary
Pros NODELCOSTGiving TEMP
Arrange TEMP ee COST
1 nit TENP To 10('Basic cost', 'Variable cost',....
...., CierK salary)
Arrange iEHP ee I TEH
7- i T hi n T- j a; r?? r? j r j•
In it i tnF Tu i0( P, r,!-, r, r,
'F', 'F', 'V, 'V')
Arrange IEHP ee TYPE
I nit IEHP To 10(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 15, 15, 15)
Arrange TEMP ee RATE
kit TEMP To 10(1, 7, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2)
Arrange TEMP ee ITEMN0
kit TEMP To 7 Arrange TEMP ae YEAR
Figure 27. Queries generated automatically for the
model oat a definitions in figure 26.
The results will then be presented in a report format as
shown in figure 28 and it will be stored on a text file with the
same name as the model definition file but with extension CBA.
Moreover, the model will ask whether total cost is needed to be
stored. If the response is positive, then the information will
be saved in a new relation with the name CBACOST. The relation
CBACOST in this case has eight attributes. They are model,
brand, type, printer, os, backup, language and tot a 1 cost. The
first seven attributes identify the alternatives and the last
















Figure 28. Format of the report from the CBA Model execution.
7.5.4 Result Interpretation
After the report file and the CBACOST relation are
generated, the team members can examine them carefully. However,
the report file only indicates the cost information, so James
needs to append the qualitative advantages and disadvantages
into the report file. But it can be done easily by using a text
editor as the report file is a standard text file. Moreover,
James can find the mean, maximum and minimum cost etc. for the
alternatives by using the relation CBACOST.
If there are any amendments such as inserting new
alternatives information and modifying existing alternatives
information, then the steps can be started over again. Actually,
the user needs only to do few things to get another report. For
example, if a number of new alternatives are added, the user
needs only to insert the data into the original six tables and
then execute the data preparation queries again, and issue the
«
command INVOKE COSTS again.
7.6 Multi-Criteria-Analysis
After examining the results from the Cost-Benefit-Analysis
A.
Model execution, the project team members feel that it is still
unsure to decide the best choice because it is difficult to
compare the non-cost attributes. James then decides to use the
Multi-Criteria-Analysis (MCA) Model to take some of the non-cost
attributes into further considerations. Having some more
discussions with other team members, James finds that the
printer speed, brand of the machine, maximum disk storage
allowed and maximum terminal number allowed are crucial. So he
proceeds to apply MCA model on the above attributes together
with the total cost.
7.6.1 Data Preparation
Similar to the steps in the CBA model DATA PREPARATION
stage, the MCA model requires a relation to be prepared such
that each row of which contains all the relevant attribute
values for an alternative. Hence, James first prepares the






7.6.2 Model Data Mapping
Similarly, a set of the model data definitions have to b€
written to define the relationships between the data and the MC7
model, the model definitions for this case are shown in figure
30 and they are stored in the text file UTY.MDL.
JOIN Hi, Printer Info TO N2
SELECT modelj brand, type, printer, 05, backup,
language, totakost, speed
WHEREHI.or inter= PrinterInfo.orinter
JOIN H2, Mode!Info TO HCAi
SELECT model, brand, type, printer, os, backup,
language, lotaicost, speed, maj'terminaino,
intdisks10rage, extdisks10ra0e
WHEREH2.model= model Info.mode 1
ALTER HCAi
ADD makiskstoraoe inteoer 2)
UPDATEHCAi
SET maxdiskstoraqe= intdiskstoraqe+ extdiskstoraqe
Figure 29. Queries to oreoare initial tables for the HCA Model
DEFINE HardwareUty AS MCA MODEL
DEFINE MATRIX TITLE AS MCA1[model,brand,type,printer,os,backup,language]
DEFINE VECTOR TITLENAME AS 7('sodeT, 'brand', 'type', 'printer', 'os', 'backup', 'language'}
DEFINE VECTOR OATTR AS 4('totalcost', 'speed', 'aaxterffiinalno', 'saxdiskstorage'}
DEFINE VECTOR NATTR AS I('brand')
DEFINE MATRIX 0 AS MCAlttotakost,speed,maxterfliinalno,roaxdiskstorags3
nccrwr matdtv u fic MrftirkvanfH
uhaKC TITLE represents alternatives titles
TITLENAME represents title headings
OATTR represents quantitative field rases
NATTR represents qualitative field nanes
0 represents quantitative values
N represents qualitative values
Figure 50. Model definitions of the MCA Model for the case
7.6.3 Model Execution
As the model definitions are written and stored into the
file UTY, James can now invoke the MCA model by issuing the
command INVOKE UTY. Similarly, the Model-Data Mapper will then
be invoked automatically and the model data definitions in the
UTY are translated automatically by the model-data mapper into a
.. set of relation queries as shown in figure 31. The queries are
executed and the results are rearranged for further usage by the
MCA model program.
Select model, brand, type, printer, os, backup, language
From HCft1
Giving TEMP
f, Tl-vm_ T T Tl P
Arrange itiir as iITlE
I nit TEHP
To 7{Jmodel', 'brand', 'type', 'printer', 'os', 'backup', 'language')
Arranoe TEHP as TITLENAHE
I nit TEHP
To 4ctotalcosi', 'speed', ffisxtEriinaino', sasdiskstorsge')
Arranoe TEHP as GATTR
I nit TEHP
To li'brand')
Arrange TEHP as NATTR




«r snriP irfnr zz•••
r-. 1„. i l.. iOtfltfL I U?cilG
From MCA!
Giving TEHP
Arrange TEHP as N
Figure 31, Queries generated autoaatically for the
mode 1 data definitions in ficure 30
With the rearranged queries results as input parameters, the
MCA model program is executed. During the execution, the
procedure acquires some information from the user
_ interrogatively to set up his own utility functions for the
attributes considered.
The results will then be presented in a report format a:
shown, in figure 32 and it will be stored in a text file with th
same name as the model definition file but with extension MCA
that is, file UTY.MCA in this case. Moreover, the program, will
ask whether the total utility need to be stored. If so, it will
be saved in a new relation with the name MCALRTY and attributes
MODEL, BRAND, TYPE, PRINTER, 05, BACKUP, LANGUAGE and TOTALUTY,












Fioure 32. Format of the report froE the CA Node! execution,
7.6.4 Result Interpretation
After the execution of the MCA model program, the report
file can be examined carefully by the team members. The new
relation MCAUTY together with the previous relations prepared
can be used for further evaluation if necessary just like the
CBA model case.
Similarly, if any amendments required after checking through
the report file, James needs only to do few things to get
another new report since many important information such as the
data preparation queries, model definitions and utility curves
are already maintained in the system.
7.7 Conclusion
As indicated by the above case study, it can be seen that
the four steps to invoke a model are simple, natural and easy to
understand. For example, James only needs to issue a few number
of data queries and to write a number of model data definitions,
then the model can be executed properly. Moreover, after a
specific model has been executed for a particular case, any
adjustment on the case model formulation or input data requires
only minimum effort to modify the previously supplied
information. Then new results can be generated quickly by
invoking the model data definition file again. Actually, one can
start over again at any of the stages.
The case study has also demonstrated how the results from a
model execution can be used by the other model easily. That is,
the result table: CBACOST, from the execution of CBA Model is
used by the MCA Model. Moreover, the growth rates used in the
above CBA model may also be estimated by a forecasting model in
a.




The principle objective of this research project is to show
the appearance of a generalized software environment in
developing Decision Support Systems. After a detailed
investigation, an architecture for such an environment is
proposed which consists of four basic components, namely MPS,
DBMS, MBMS and MTS. A new concept of Model-Data Mapper is also
introduced which provides a simple interface between the model
and data.
Based upon the architecture, a prototype system is
implemented on an IBM PCXT running under DOS Version 3.1. The
system gives an overall view to the architecture. The ease and
simplicity of using -the system is demonstrated by an
experimental business case.
In the following sections, the advantages, disadvantages and
the possible enhancements of the system will be discussed
accordingly.
A.
8.2 Advantages of the system
Since only the MPS, DBMS and MBMS are implemented in the
prototype system, the advantages are emphasized on these
components. The advantages of the system are as follows:
(1) Flexibility
Generally, the modular approach (Shooman 1983) is used
throughout the implementation of the prototype system (i.e.
modular design, modular coding and modular testing). With the
modular design, the system is highly maintainable. Modifying and
addition of features to the system would not lead to major
changes to the system. Basically, the system is decomposed into
a number of functional modules in a top down manner. Each module
is a modestly sized subroutine which performs independently one
specific function. Thus the addition or removal of a module from
the system would only enhance or disable the unique function
performed by the module.
In addition, if one replaces a module by a new module of0
different design in which the same input, output specifications%
are maintained, the system should work with little or no change
L
(Shooman 1983). A good example in this project is the disk
service manager. If the physical design of the data base disk
area is changed, only the subroutines in the disk service
manager need to be modified as long as the input-output
specifications have not been changed. Other modules in the
system are not affected since they need not to know how exactly
the disk service manager accesses the data.
(2) Transportability
As the system is implemented using the high level language
(HLL) Turbo PASCAL. The development of the program is faster and
less error-proned. The debugging time required is minimized.
Moreover, the productivity in lines of code per man day is
higher because HLL programs are easier to understand and
maintain (Shooman 1983).
Transporting the system to another machine is possible as
long as the target machine supports PASCAL also. In fact, PASCAL
is a common HLL and is supported in most of the micro computers,
so the system can be transported to many other type of micro
computers. However, modifications may have to be made to the IO
modules of the system such as the disk service manager, because
these modules involve the usage of some non-standard PASCAL'S
features (e.g., absolute address functions and DOS interrupt
calls).
(3) Simplicity
As demonstrated by the experimental case, the system is used
in an easy and natural way. The user can learn the functions
provided in the system easily. Moreover, the command processor
is in a menu driven style which provides a highly friendly
interface to the user.
8.3 Limitations of the system
The limitations of the system are as follows:
(1) Model Base Manipulations
At present, the model base manipulation can only be done
outside the system by editing the source files that contain the
model subroutines. The whole program will then be compiled again
«
for the amendments. This may be complicated to those without
much computer knowledge. It is not flexible enough and a little
bit ti.me consuming.
(2) Preparing Model Data Definitions
Although a simple editor is provided in the MBMS for the user
to create the Model Data Definitions, it is the responsibility
for the user to make clear in advance what parameters have to be
defined for the model he uses. That is, the user has to look
from the on-line help facility to check the parameters and their
data types required for the model. Moreover, the system assumes
the user understands thoroughly how the model is applied.
(3) Overlay techniques degrade the speed of processing
As the Turbo PASCAL has a limitation of code to a single 64K
byte segment and the system program is large, the overlay
programming technique is employed in order to create program
much larger than that can be accommodated by the 64KB memory
segment limitation. However, the overlay technique adds overhead
to the program by adding some extra code to manage the overlay
procedures, and by requiring more disk accesses during
execution. This in turn slows down the system processing.
8.4 Future enhancements and developments
This section gives a brief discussion on the future
enhancements of the system and the possible developments of the
A.
system.
Future enhancements could include the following:
(1) Improvement to hardware
One way to improve the system's performance is to use a more
powerful machine. Firstly, a more powerful microprocessor (e.g.
80286 with arithmetic co-processor 80287) can increase the
processing speed for the system functions. Secondly, a hard disk
with faster accessing mechanisms will largely reduce the speed
of the disk IO operations. It also increases the processing
speed as there are many overlay procedures in the system
program.
(2) Append more model procedures
At present, the system has provided three models only.
Certainly, it is not enough to claim that the system can handle
most of the complex decision problems. So it is necessary to
construct more common models and add them into the system.
Generally, the selection of the suitable models is a quite
complicated task since the set of models must be capable of
handling most of the decision problems. However, the taxonomy of
decision support systems suggested by Steve Alter (Alter 1973)
can be used as a guideline to select the models. Once the
suitable models are chosen, they can be implemented and appended
into the system.
(3) An interactive device to create model data definitions
As pointed out in previous section, when a model is used, the
user has to keep track what parameters are needed by the model.
Although he can check it using the on-line help facility in
advance, yet it still seems a little bit inconvenience. So an
•4
interactive device can be implemented to help the user to
prepare the model data definitions interrogatively.
For example, when the device is invoked, it asks the user to
give a model definition file name. If the file name has already
existed in the system, the user is asked whether he wants to
modify the definitions. If so, it will display the definitions
and let the user to edit it in a full screen style. Otherwise,
the user is asked to supply author new file name. On the other
-4
side, if it is a new file name, it will ask the user which model
he will use. After getting the user's response, it will ask the
user to define all the parameters necessary for the model one by
one. After all the parameters are defined, the set of model date
A.
definitions will be generated and stored in the specified model
data definition file.
(4) Embedded SQL Precompiler
It is very often that application programmers need to access
the database in their program writing. However, the prototype
system has only provided an interactive query to access the
database. So there must be an easy way for the application
programs to access the database. So an embedded SQL precompiler
is a good method. It is simply a compiler for the SQL language.
In fact. System R has provided this facility and the idea of the
precompiler may be implemented based on the one in System R
(Date 1982).
(5) Implementation of the MTS
As the MTS provides a number of powerful facilities to the
system, it is better if., it can be implemented in the prototype
system. It may include a powerful full screen editor, a host
language compiler like Turbo PASCAL, a graphic writer and e
report generator. In addition, a spreadsheet generator is alsc
desirable. -
8.5 Final remarks
The system built is based on the conceptual architecture of
a generalized software environment for developing DSS. Referring
to the application of the system. It is hoped that this research
will encourage more people to work on development of generalized
software to build DSS.
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